For Trade on:

LM_CT106 5-AREA LM_CT109
Neg. Cash Volume: 13,076 Dressed Formula Vol: 58,177
Live Steer Avg: $144.17 Steer/Heifer Avg: $227.12
Live Heifer Avg: $143.31 Dressed Neg. Grid Vol: 3,431
Dressed Steer Avg: $228.22 Steer/Heifer Avg: $232.49
Dressed Heifer Avg: $229.09 TOTAL VOLUME: 74,684
LM_CT106 TOTAL WK TO DATE VOLUME: 320,536
Committed: 62,785 Delivered: 101,994

LM_CT118 TX-OK-NM LM_CT109
Neg. Cash Volume: 225 Dressed Formula Vol: 24,747
Live Steer Avg: N/A Steer/Heifer Avg: $223.63
Live Heifer Avg: N/A Dressed Neg. Grid Vol: 0
Dressed Steer Avg: N/A Steer/Heifer Avg: N/A
Dressed Heifer Avg: N/A TOTAL VOLUME: 24,972
LM_CT106 TOTAL WK TO DATE VOLUME: 97,229
Committed: 20,123 Delivered: 28,409

LM_CT124 NEBRASKA LM_CT109
Neg. Cash Volume: 5,615 Dressed Formula Vol: 16,752
Live Steer Avg: $143.36 Steer/Heifer Avg: $226.91
Live Heifer Avg: $143.07 Dressed Neg. Grid Vol: 860
Dressed Steer Avg: $226.00 Steer/Heifer Avg: $230.23
Dressed Heifer Avg: N/A TOTAL VOLUME: 19,291
LM_CT106 TOTAL WK TO DATE VOLUME: 69,895
Committed: 11,215 Delivered: 27,003

LM_CT134 COLORADO LM_CT109
Neg. Cash Volume: 0 Dressed Formula Vol: 5,379
Live Steer Avg: N/A Steer/Heifer Avg: $227.53
Live Heifer Avg: N/A Dressed Neg. Grid Vol: 41
Dressed Steer Avg: N/A Steer/Heifer Avg: $226.80
Dressed Heifer Avg: N/A TOTAL VOLUME: 5,420
LM_CT106 TOTAL WK TO DATE VOLUME: 29,520
Committed: 1,247 Delivered: 7,287

LM_CT137 IA-MN LM_CT109
Neg. Cash Volume: 6,643 Dressed Formula Vol: 2,246
Live Steer Avg: $144.59 Steer/Heifer Avg: $233.81
Live Heifer Avg: $143.92 Dressed Neg. Grid Vol: 584
Dressed Steer Avg: $226.63 Steer/Heifer Avg: $237.16
Dressed Heifer Avg: $226.00 TOTAL VOLUME: 9,473
LM_CT106 TOTAL WK TO DATE VOLUME: 32,846
Committed: 10,503 Delivered: 17,014

For Friday in Nebraska negotiated cash trading was slow on light demand. Compared to the last reported market on Thursday live purchases traded steady 143.00. Not enough for a full market trend. The last dressed purchase market was on Thursday with trades from 226.00-227.00. In the Western Cornbelt negotiated cash trading was slow with moderate demand. Compared to the last reported market on Thursday live purchases traded 0.50-1.00 higher from 143.50-145.00. Not enough dressed purchases for a market trend. Last week dressed purchases traded from 225.00-230.00. In the Southern Plains negotiated cash trading was mostly inactive on very light demand. Not enough purchases in a market trend. In the Southern Plains Thursday was the last reported live purchase market at 142.00.
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